This work is a step toward developing a logic for types and computation that includes both the usual spaces of mathematics and constructions and spaces from logic and domain theory. Using realizability, we investigate a con guration of three toposes, which we regard as describing a notion of relative computability. Attention is focussed on a certain local map of toposes, which we study rst axiomatically, and then by deriving a modal calculus as its internal logic. The resulting framework is intended as a setting for the logical and categorical study of relative computability.
Introduction
We report here on the current status of research on the Logic of Types and Computation at Carnegie Mellon University SAB + ]. The general goal of this research program is to develop a logical framework for the theories of types and computability that includes the standard mathematical spaces alongside the many constructions and spaces known from type theory and domain theory. One purpose of this goal is to facilitate the study of computable operations Email: awodey@cmu.edu y Email: birkedal@cs.cmu.edu. Supported in part by U.S. National Science Foundation Grant CCR{9409997 z Email: dana.scott@cs.cmu.edu and maps on data that is not necessarily computable, such as the space of all real numbers. Concretely, in the research described here we use the realizability topos over the graph model P N of the (untyped) lambda calculus, together with the sub-graph model given by the recursively enumerable subsets, to represent the classical and computable worlds, respectively. There results a certain con guration of toposes that can be regarded as describing a notion of relative computability. 1 We study this conguration axiomatically, and derive a higher-order, modal logic in which to reason about it. The logic can then be applied to the original model to formalize reasoning about computability in that setting. Moreover, the resulting logical framework provides a general, categorical semantics and logical syntax for reasoning in a formal way about abstract computability, which it is hoped could also be useful for formally similar concepts, such as logical de nability.
In somewhat more detail, Section 2 begins by recalling the standard realizability toposes RT(A) and RT(A ] ) resulting from a partial combinatory algebra A and a subalgebra A ] . We then identify a third category RT(A; A ] ) which plays a key role; very roughly speaking, it represents the world of all (continuous) objects, but with only computable maps between them. This category RT(A; A ] ) is a topos, the relative realizability topos on A with respect to the subalgebra A ] .
The toposes RT(A) and RT(A ] ) are not particularly well-related by themselves; the purpose of the relative realizability topos RT(A; A ] ) is to remedy this defect. The three toposes are related to each other as indicated in the following diagram, in which the three functors on the left leg constitute a local geometric morphism, while the right leg is a logical morphism.
RT(A; A ] )
RT(A ] ) RT(A) The local geometric morphism on the left is our chief concern and the focus of Section 3, which also mentions some examples and properties of these fairly well-understood maps of toposes. When we rst encountered it, we were pleased to recognize our situation as an instance of one that F.W. Lawvere has already called attention to and dubbed an adjoint cylinder or, more colorfully, a unity and identity of opposites Law91, Law98] .
In Section 4 we present four axioms for local maps of toposes and sketch the proof that they are sound and complete. Actually, since the situation we are mainly interested in|i.e., realizability|forces the local map to be localic, we give the axioms in a form that implies this condition. We simply mention here that a modi cation of axiom 2 about generators will accomodate all (bounded) local maps. This axiomatization has been found useful in working with the particular situation we have in mind, but its general utility for local maps of toposes remains to be seen.
One application, of sorts, of the axioms for local maps is the investigation of their logical properties. These are given in Section 5 in the form of a logical calculus involving two propositional operations, written ]' and ', with ] left adjoint to . It turns out that ] satis es the S4 modal logic postulates for the box-operation. We here term the ]-calculus a modal logic for computability, since that is the interpretation we have in mind; but of course, this modal logic can be interpreted in any local topos. We intend to use it to investigate the logical relations that hold in the relative realizability topos; however, this aspect of our work is only just beginning.
Note that any local map also induces a closely related pair of adjoint operations on logical types (objects), in addition to the ones on formulas (subobjects) studied here, relating our work to BMTS99, Ben95] . The idea of a modal \computability" operator ] is due to the senior author (January 1998) and was the original impetus for this work, parts of which are from the second author's doctoral thesis Bir98]. The nal brief section of the paper spells out the in- , where, intuitively, equality on all objects is realized by continuous realizers and all maps are realized by computable realizers. 2 The topos RT ( It follows by standard results that there is a Lawvere-Tierney topology j in RT(A; A ] ) such that RT (A ] ) is equivalent to the category Sh j (RT(A; A ] )) of sheaves.
The following theorem was known to Martin Hyland but apparently has never been published. We include a proof here. These are the objects that we are interested in as candidates for being \computable", when D represents the computable subcategory. They are the ones termed \discrete" in the sequel.
Regarding the choice of terminology: We use the term \discrete" by analogy to topological examples. We would have liked to call these objects \cosheaves" since they are the objects that are coorthogonal to the morphisms inverted by a, and sheaves are those that are orthogonal. However, \cosheaf" has already been used to describe something else, namely a \covariant sheaf".
Axioms for localic local maps
In this section we present a set of axioms for localic local maps and sketch a proof that they are sound and complete, in the sense that whenever a given topos satis es the axioms then it gives rise to a localic local map of toposes and, moreover, any localic local map of toposes satis es the axioms. Later on we shall make use of the axiomatization in this section to describe a modal logic for computability. First we need a couple of de nitions.
For the remainder of this section let E be an elementary topos and j a Lawvere-Tierney topology in E. We write V 7 ! V for the associated closure operation on subobjects V X. We say that j is principal if, for all X 2 E, the closure operation on Sub(X) has a left adjoint U 7 ! U, called interior, that is,
The interior operation is not assumed to be natural; that is, it is not assumed to commute with pullbacks. It follows that in general the interior operation is not induced by an internal map on the subobject classi er in the E, and in that sense is not a logical operation (in the internal logic of E).
The interior operation extends to a functor E ! E, since, whenever f : X ! Y , we have X f ( Y ). We say that an object X 2 E is open if X = X. An object is open i the interior of its diagonal equals its diagonal. An object C 2 E is called discrete if it is coorthogonal to all morphisms inverted by the associated sheaf functor a; that is, C is discrete if for all e: X ! Y such that a(e) is an isomorphism, for Recall, e.g., from Joh77], that a sheaf can be characterized as an object which is orthogonal to all morphisms inverted by a, and that it su ces to test orthogonality just with respect to the dense monomorphisms. For discrete objects there is a similar simplication: an object is discrete i it is coorthogonal to all codense epimorphisms, where an epimorphism e: X Y is codense i the interior of its kernel is included in the diagonal of X. We write D j E for the full subcategory of E on the discrete objects. Now we propose the following axioms for a localic local map on a topos E with topology j. Axiom 1. The topology j is principal. Axiom 2. For all X 2 E, there exists a discrete object C and a diagram S C X in E, presenting X as a subquotient of C. Axiom 3. For all discrete C 2 E, if X C is open, then X is also discrete.
Axiom 4. For all discrete C; C 0 2 E, the product C C 0 is again discrete.
Let E be a topos with a topology j satisfying the Axioms 1{4 for localic local maps. We can then prove:
Theorem 4.1. The category of discrete objects D j E is core ective in E, that is, the inclusion : D j E E has a right adjoint. Moreover, D j E is a topos, is left exact, and ( ; ?): E ! D j E is a localic local map.
Proof Sketch. The associated discrete object of an object X 2 E is obtained as follows. Present X as a subquotient of a discrete object C and consider the following diagram. where K e is the kernel of e, and e X is the coequalizer of its interior K e . The object e X can be shown to be the associated discrete object of X, in the sense that it is couniversal among all maps from discrete objects into X, so that 5 A modal logic for computability Let E be a topos with a topology j satisfying the axioms set out in the previous section. In this section our goal is to describe a logic with which one can reason about both of the two toposes E and D j E.
This will then apply to RT(A; A ] ) and RT(A ] ), see Section 6. As a rst attempt, one may consider the ordinary internal logic of E extended with a closure operator induced by the topology j and try to extend it futher with a logical operator corresponding to the interior operation. But since interior does not commute with pullback in general, it is not a logical operation on all subobjects of objects of E. However, since the interior of an object X is the least dense subobject of X, one may instead add a new atomic predicate U X for each type X and write down axioms expressing that it is the least dense subobject. This is straightforward. But, as yet, we do not have a convenient internal logical characterization of the discrete objects. Instead we shall describe another approach where types and terms are objects and morphisms of D j E and predicates are all the predicates in E on objects from D j E. More precisely, we consider the internal logic of the bration Sub(E)
Thus a predicate on an object X 2 D j E is a subobject of X in E. Since Sub E ( X) = E( X; E ) = D j E(X; We therefore refer to this logic as a modal logic for computability.
We remark that the following principles of inference for quanti ers can be derived from (3) a ? a r can be used to compare the internal logic of E with that of F, since the types are then the discrete objects E in E, for which E = ?E and Sub F (?E) = OpenSub E (E); where OpenSub E (E) Sub E (E) is the subposet of open subobjects of E in E. Observe, e.g., that the natural numbers object N is among the discrete objects, and that the identity relation on any discrete object is open.
To give a sample application, call a formula # stable if it is built up from atomic predicates (including equations) and rst-order logic and if for every subformula of the form ' , the formula ' has no 8 or . For any sentence #, we write F # to mean that # holds in the standard internal logic of F with basic types interpreted by objects X of F and atomic formulas R on type interpreted as subobjects S R X . We then write E # to mean that # holds in the standard logic of E with basic types interpreted by objects X and atomic formulas R interpreted by S R X . ) is an equivalence class of a strict, extensional relation in P(X X) (recall P is the tripos underlying RT(A; A ] )), that is, ' is an equivalence class of set-theoretic functions X X ! P A which are strict and extensional via computable realizers, two such functions being equivalent i they are isomorphic as objects of P(X X).
On such a predicate ' on an object (X; 
